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Company name: 

Please always ensure that you spell vLex correctly, with the 'L' capitalised.

Full company description:

vLex is a leading provider of multi-award-winning technology and global legal information,
offering comprehensive and intuitive access to the law in over 200 jurisdictions. Recognised
as the Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year 2022, vLex provides over two
million lawyers, researchers, government departments, and law schools around the world
with access to bespoke technology that enhances research and the connectivity of over 130
million editorially enriched legal documents, all on a single intelligent platform. 

Shorter descriptions:

Alternative version: 

vLex is a leading provider of award-winning technology and global legal information,
providing access to comprehensive primary and secondary collections from over 100
countries, on one intelligent research platform.

Under 140 characters:

vLex is a multi-award-winning legal research technology provider, housing comprehensive
and extensive coverage from over 100 countries.
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Company Website:

www.vlex.com 

LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/company/vLex

Twitter:

twitter.com/vlex 

Facebook: 

facebook.com/vlexusa 

Instagram:

instagram.com/vlexlegaltech

Website and social platforms

Find vLex online and on social media

Please use the below links when directing people to vLex's website and
social media pages.

http://www.vlex.com/


Logo and colours

Where possible, always use the blue logo with the dark grey line on a white background. 

You can find all logos in this folder.

OR apply the logos (blue or white) on an approved colour or background with overlay.

Logo and guidelines

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dkNnELMJ1Q4nK2F3TltcHsXk_XdaFhX6?usp=sharing


Logo and guidelines

Logo guidance

Add suitable and even spacing around the logo.

Do not change the opacity, orientation or dimensions.

Avoid off-brand colours, using the logo directly on imagery or using colours/shades which
result in the logo being hard to read.

.
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